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*:  Power increases with age. 

 

P :  Immune to all poisons. 

V :  Some vampires are affected by allergens. Ex: Yew leaves, roses, salt, rice, silver, mistletoe, lilies. 

P :  Infravision 90 feet, heightened senses, hard to surprise. 

P :  Do not need to breathe - immune to vacuum or poison gas. 

P :  Dual-Planar existence on both Prime Material & Negative Planes. 

P :  Immune to exhaustion, debilitating pain & exposure. 

P :  Immune to spells which specifically cause the following: 

        Sleep, Charm, Hold, Paralysis (unless made for the undead). 

P :  Take 1/2 damage from any form of electricity, lightning & cold. Takes no damage if a successful save is made. 

V :  Some vampires are immune to 1 or more forms of energy.  * 

W :  Immune to all forms of Healing / Curative magic. 

P :  Heightened Str 18/76+, Dex 16+, Con 18+, Int 16+, Chr 14+.  * 

W :  Can be Turned by a Cleric or Paladin. He must present a Holy Symbol with conviction & confidence. 

    As a vampire ages, it becomes harder to turn it. 

W :  Must blood drain a person (for 12 H.P.) once / week. 

P :  Drains 2 levels with a hit; save at -4 vs. Death to negate. 

P :  Naturally charming to opposite sex (non-magical sense).  * 

P :  Suicidal Charm Gaze 10' range; save at -2 vs. Spell range.  * 

P :  Spider Climb at will. 

P :  Immune to non-magical weapons.  * 

W :  Blessed weapons do normal damage +1. The +1 can't be regenerated, but will heal after sleep. 

P :  Regenerates damage at a rate of 3 H.P. per round.  * 

V :  Some vampires regenerate at a faster rate. 

P :  If a vampire is reduced to 0 H.P., it assumes gaseous form. If this happens, it must find its coffin in 8 hours or die. 

P :  Can Shape Change into gaseous form in 1 round. 

P :  Can Shape Change into a bat, rat or wolf in 1 round. 

W :  In the round that a vampire Shape Changes, it is unable to attack or defend itself (can't parry). 

    This results in no attacks, a +4 penalty to Armor Class & a -1 penalty to saves. 

V :  Some vampires can change into other animals or monsters.  * 

P :  Can Control any animal that it can Shape Change into. 

V :  Some can Control other animals that it can't change into.  * 

P :  Vampires can summon animals to assist them with a thought. 

V :  Some can cause their summoned animals to Teleport to them. 

P :  Can gain Control of lesser undead. Vampires can control a # of HD of undead equal to 1/2 its age. * 

P :  Vampires speed of movement increases with age.  * 

P :  Vampires develop a Magic Resistance as they age. M. R. starts at 0% and increases by 5% per age level. * 

P :  Vampires develop a short immunity to sunlight as they age.  * 

W :  Vampires cannot abide the stink of garlic. Older vampires become immune to the stink of garlic. * 

W :  Vampires cannot look into a mirror directly. Older vampires become immune to a mirror's reflection. * 

W :  Vampires cast no reflection on mirrors, regardless of age. 

W :  Good aligned Holy Symbols keep vampires at bay (10' away). 

W :  Vampires cannot enter a home without a formal invitation. 

W :  Vampires cannot enter a sanctified area at all. 

W :  Hitting a vampire with Holy Water or Symbol does 2D6 damage. 

W :  Thrusting a petrified wooden stake into the vampire's heart will kill it.  This feat requires a minimum of 17 

    Str. Using a hammer with the stake requires no minimum strength. 

    You should know that is much harder than it seems! 

W :  Immersing a vampire in fresh running water will reduce its H.P. total by 1/3 of its maximum H.P. per round. 

V :  Some vampires are immune to fresh running water. However, they can be harmed in the same way by  

    immersion in salt water. 



 

W :  If a vampire is completely hit by focused sunlight for longer than its sunlight immunity, it dies.  * 

    If a vampire is partially hit by focused sunlight past its period of immunity, it must save 

    vs. petrify at -4 at the end of every round or take 3D6 per round of fire damage. 

V :  Some very rare vampires are immune to sunlight altogether.  * 

P :  Vampires develop Salient Abilities with age.  * 

V :  Some exceptional vampires start with Salient Abilities.  * 

    Salient Abilities include:  Innate Magic, Passwall, Fear Aura, Dimension Door, Teleport, Charm While 

    Gaseous, Improved Saves, Superior Energy Drain, Superior Charm Gaze & Gargoyle Control. 

    This list is partial. Vampires can have other rarer powers. 

P :  Vampires are less likely to be affected by magic from the Charm & Illusion schools. 

    Vampires get a +4 bonus to their saves. 

P :  Vampires cannot be permanently magically blinded or deafened. 

P :  Magical imprisonment is not effective against a vampire unless if the spell can trap it on 

    both planes of existence. 

P :  Vampires are affected by Polymorph magic for 1 round. 

    After 1 round, it is free to Shape Change to another form. 

P :  The use of Necromantic spells against a vampire is highly dangerous! 

    These spells can have unpredictable effects. 

P :  Vampires can often successfully masquerade as a human.  * 

    Vampires appear totally human until magic reveals otherwise or until the vampire attacks. 

P :  Using mind-probing spells & psychic abilities to read the deep, inner thoughts of the vampire is highly  

   dangerous! Such attempts have unpredictable effects & can lead to anything from detecting nothing to instant  

    madness. 

P :  Older vampires can take vampiric brides. 

P :  Vampires can heal all damage by Shape Changing once per day. 

P :  Wizards, Specialists, Fighters, Gladiators, Thieves & Psionicists keep all powers if they become NPC vampires. 

W :  Clerics & Druids lose all priestly powers and become normal NPC vampires if they become vampires. 

    Bards lose all spellcasting ability until they can re-learn it as a NPC vampire mage if they become a vampire. 

    Paladins & Rangers become NPC fighter vampires if they become a vampire. 

W :  Vampire weaknesses can often be guessed at by determining what it most valued in life & then using it against it. 

 


